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Abstract
A popular methodology to filter seemingly chaotic atmospheric flow into an ordered set of modes of variability 
is to identify those patterns of geopotential height that occur often. Historically, understanding of the leading 
patterns or modes of variability was determined through linear statistical methods.  Recently, nonlinear methods, 
such as kernel principal component analysis (KPCA), have been developed that allow for assessing the degree of 
nonlinearity inherent in the atmospheric flow.   By applying KPCA, new modes of variability may be revealed, or 
current modes may be refined.  This study will apply KPCA to filter the atmospheric flow into dominant patterns of 
500 hPa Northern Hemisphere geopotential height patterns.
Geopotential heights at 500 hPa were drawn from the monthly NCEP/NCAR reanalysis (NNRP) from 1948-
present.  This research examines the sensitivity of KPCA derived geopotential height patterns drawn from different 
kernel functions.  The research compares the KPCA results of different kernel functions through cross-validation, 
assessing physical depictions and the generalization of the KPCA for each kernel.  Pattern similarity of the cross-
validated analyses is assessed, since the magnitude of the height patterns in high-dimensional Hilbert space will be 
highly dependent on the selected kernel function.  The optimal kernel functions are selected using cross-correlations 
between the cross-validated sets, providing a baseline for future variability studies.
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1. Introduction and Background                                                                                                                                 
Climate modelers are consistently working to improve simulations through identification and understanding of 
globally meaningful patterns.  One fundamental goal of climate simulations is the ability to reproduce these patterns 
and project their shifts in future climate change scenarios.  However, owing to the lack of optimization of the 
patterns, they have seen limited use among modelers.  It is critical that a robust assessment of the dominant modes 
of geopotential height variability be conducted to provide a baseline for future climate change scenarios.
In the past, atmospheric variability has been limited to linear statistical analysis.  The first major study on 
atmospheric variability by Namais [1] defined atmospheric teleconnections by computing correlations of each 
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gridpoint with all other points within the Northern Hemisphere, leading to multiple maps with redundant patterns.
Wallace and Gutzler [2] extended the work of [1] to 500 hPa geopotential height and mean sea level pressure in an 
effort to isolate the leading patterns in the Northern Hemisphere winter.  Barnston and Livezey [3] enhanced the 
work of [1] by utilizing a rotated principal component analysis (RPCA) to identify the leading modes of variability 
within 35 years of Northern Hemisphere 700 hPa height data (358 gridpoints were considered).  However, they
utilized an orthogonal rotation in the formulation of the modes and did not use a robust testing method for the 
discrimination between signal and noise.  Richman and Mercer [4] revised the work of [3] by utilizing 63 years of 
500 hPa geopotential height data at a higher gridpoint resolution (2300 points) and through the use of a promax 
(oblique) rotation.  Additionally, their work utilized a combined scree [5] and congruence [6] test to isolate signal 
from noise within the data.
Despite several seminal papers on atmospheric variability in the Northern Hemisphere ([1], [2], [3], [4], others),
no study has considered techniques other than those mentioned for isolation of the hemispheric leading modes of 
variability.  In particular, previous work has been constrained to primarily linear approaches (correlation and 
RPCA).  However, it is known that most atmospheric phenomena behave in a strongly nonlinear fashion [7], so it is 
anticipated that nonlinear methods may reveal new or unique variability patterns that climate modelers should be 
searching for in their simulations.  Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA – [8]) is a nonlinear analysis 
technique that maps highly nonlinear data into a higher dimensional Hilbert space using a kernel function and 
performs a traditional principal component analysis within this higher dimensionality.  However, several challenges
exist that complicate the successful implementation of KPCA: the identification of the kernel function and the 
interpretability of the kernel loading maps from the analysis.  The goal of this paper is to address the first issue, an 
identification of an optimal kernel function for filtering atmospheric variability analysis using KPCA.
2. Data and Methodology
2.1 Data
To maintain consistency with previous work (particularly [3] and [4]), it is essential to use a hemispheric dataset 
with a long period of record.  Accordingly, this work employed the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset (NNRP – [9]), 
which is provided on a 2.5° latitude-longitude grid with 17 vertical levels and a long period of record (1948 –
present) at 6 hour intervals.  Monthly means of the NNRP were generated from 1948 – 2010.  The NNRP has are 
comprised of assimilated surface observation data, upper air sounding data, satellite data, and radar data.  If data 
voids exist, a numerical model is used to interpolate values to the missing locations, or climatology is used in place 
of the model, if the phenomenon is not simulated by the model.  Variables were rated in [9], based on their influence 
from the model, assuming that variables that were almost entirely based on observations had the highest reliability.  
For the present study, 500 hPa geopotential height data will be used, as 500 hPa is above any influence from high
terrain, and were rated as highly reliable (based almost entirely on observations - [9]).
Since the data are provided on a latitude-longitude grid, the convergence of longitude lines near the poles leads to 
artificial inflation of similarity measures (i.e. the kernel matrix) near the poles.  To remove this bias, the NNRP were 
interpolated to a Fibonacci grid [10] using an inverse distance-weighted Barnes interpolation [11].  The interpolation 
introduced 1% root mean square error into the analysis, but this error was deemed acceptable in comparison to the 
much larger biases associated with the convergence of the lines.  The Fibonacci grid and interpolation procedure are 
outlined in greater detail in [4]. 
2.2 Methodology
The KPCA process has been outlined in many previous papers ([8], [12], [13], others).  The methodology can be 
summarized as a series of steps:
1) Determine the mode of the KPCA (S-mode vs. T-mode – [12])
2) Standardize the geopotential height data through normalization
3) Compute the kernel matrix K based on the selected kernel (Table 1 lists kernels tested in the present study)
4) Eigenanalyze the kernel matrix and use a scree test ([5]) to identify the number of KPC modes
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5) Calculate the KPC loadings (kernelized anomaly spatial maps if doing S-mode) and rotate the matrix using 
promax rotation. Note these loadings may be plotted as spatial maps that may be interpreted as anomaly 
patterns in the atmospheric circulation, such as those depicted in Fig. 3 and 4. ([14])
6) Calculate the KPC scores (time series of match of KPC loadings to original events if doing S-mode)
Since the current study is not based on any single event type but, instead, is based on continuous geopotential 
height data, an S-mode analysis was selected.  The Fibonacci domain contained 2303 gridpoints for 63 years of 
average monthly 500 hPa geopotential height, resulting in a matrix K that was 2303x2303.  A majority of the KPCA 
methodology is unsupervised; however, a supervised selection of the number of KPCs and the kernel function used 
in the calculation of K is important to obtaining the best analysis for KPCA.  In the current study, 12 different kernel 
functions (Table 1) were considered from three primary classes (RBF of different gamma values, polynomial, and 
linear - see [12] for equations for these classes).  
Table 1. Kernels tested in the KPCA and the parameters associated with each
Kernel matrix name Kernel type Degree (for polynomial) Gamma (for RBF)
K1 RBF - 1









































To select the optimal kernel function for this application, it is necessary to identify kernels that provide robust 
generalization, regardless of the sample selected.  To measure this generalization, two random samples of size 32
and 31 (over the total 63 years, without replacement) were obtained.  It was expected that if the kernel is properly 
representing the patterns between the two sets, the correlation of the KPC loadings between these two samples 
should be significantly high.  Thus, the kernel or kernels that have the best generalization should have statistically 
significantly higher cross-correlations than the remaining kernels.  Often, the KPCA produced maps suggested 
similar patterns, but the order on those patterns was different as a result of the KPC rotation scheme.  Thus, it was 
important to identify the highest absolute magnitude correlation between each KPC loading vector in the first set 
and each KPC loading vector in the second set, thus reordering the KPCs so that the same patterns are compared.
To ensure no bias associated with these selections was introduced into the study, this experiment was conducted 200 
times for each of the 12 kernels, resulting in 12 matrices of the maximum absolute magnitude correlations between 
the KPC loadings in group 1 and those in group 2.  Upon completion of these correlations, bootstrap resampling [15]
on the average correlation values for each kernel was conducted, yielding confidence intervals that allowed for the 
determination of statistical significance between the different kernels.  Statistical significance was documented when 
the median of one kernel’s correlation values was above (or below) the upper (or lower) confidence limit of another 
kernel’s results (i.e. K4 and K5 in the left panel of Fig. 1).  Additional analyses were conducted for the KPC loading 
that had the highest correlation and the lowest correlation within each test.  These analyses were conducted for a 
winter month (January) and a summer month (July), to ensure seasonal patterns were represented and consistency 
with the results presented in [4].  
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3. Results
3.1  Confidence Interval Results
Fig. 1 shows the confidence interval analyses for the 12 kernel functions for January.  It is evident, by 
inspecting this figure, that several kernels had statistically significantly higher cross-correlation when considering all 
possible correlation values for all samples.  In particular, K5, K6, and K11 have statistically significantly higher 
cross-correlation values for all loadings (left panel – Fig. 1) and for the maximum average correlation loading 
vector.  Clearly, several kernels are inferior for this analysis as well (i.e. K9, K10, and K12 are all statistically 
significantly lower in all three panels).  It is evident from this analysis that RBF kernels do not provide statistically 
significantly better correlations between the cross-validation sets, and thus should not be used in these analyses as 
they provide a lower level of generalization between the two samples.
For July (Fig. 2), K5, K6, and K11 perform statistically significantly higher than most other kernels tested, 
though they are not statistically significantly higher than K7 or K12.  Additionally, the first RBF (K1) is 
considerably higher, though its poorer performance in the winter months still eliminates it as a viable candidate 
overall.  These results suggest that polynomial kernels of degrees 1/3, 1/2, and -1 provide the best generalization 
between randomly sampled years of the geopotential height data (improved generalization of 18%).
Fig 1.   Confidence interval plots for January KPCA kernel tests.  The left panel represents cross-correlations over all loadings, the middle panel
represents the cross-correlations for the maximum average correlation loading, and the right panel represents the cross-correlations for the 
minimum average correlation loading.
Fig. 2.  Same as Fig. 1, but for July.
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K7, the linear kernel, is a good proxy for a traditional RPCA, since a linear function is used to formulate the 
similarity matrix (a correlation function).  It is interesting to note that the generalization provided by K7 is 
statistically significantly less than the generalization provided by K5, K6, or K11 (improved generalization by 
nonlinear kernels is roughly 12%). Isolating these kernels is an important result, since this ensures that any pattern,
derived from a linear method that does not match those patterns derived from KPCA, does not have as good of 
generalization.  This suggests improvement in the overall depiction of these variability fields when using KPCA in 
lieu of a linear method, such as RPCA or correlation analysis.
3.2 Comparison of Maps Between Kernels
The confidence interval analysis revealed three kernels that provide the best generalization.  To assess visually 
the patterns revealed by these analyses, a specific pattern that is well-known to the meteorological and climate 
communities, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) pattern for each of these three kernels, is presented in Fig. 3.  
The NAO is a traditional dipole pattern that occurs over the Northern Atlantic such as depicted in Fig. 3.  Most 
geopotential height variability occurs in wavy patterns, so these variability fields should reveal dipole features such 
as those depicted in Fig. 3. In analyzing Fig. 3, all three kernels properly capture the NAO pattern as depicted in 
[4].  Additionally, these maps were all highly correlated with each other (average correlation of 0.91), suggesting 
that a full analysis using any of these three kernels will yield a KPCA with the best generalization while still 
depicting realistic fields.   Interestingly, several of the kernels (K1, K9, and K10), provided unphysical monopole 
fields (i.e. Fig. 4), suggesting that these kernels were not useful for further analysis.  Also note these monopole 
fields were statistically significantly less cross-correlated (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3.  The North Atlantic Oscillation as depicted by KPC loadings for K5 (panel a), K6 (panel b), and K11 (panel c).
Fig 4.KPC loading maps that have physically unmeaningful configurations, K1 (panel a), K9 (panel b), and K10 (panel c).
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4. Summary and Conclusions
Atmospheric geopotential height variability must be depicted properly in climate model simulations before the 
success of climate simulations can be evaluated.  However, without a proper depiction of atmospheric variability,
models cannot be designed to capture this nonlinear variability.  Previous approaches to assessing atmospheric 
variability have relied on linear methods in their formulation, but nonlinear methods such as KPCA can reveal new 
or improved depictions of atmospheric variability, due to the inherent nonlinearity within the atmospheric height 
fields.  However, to optimize KPCA for this application, it is essential to determine the best kernel map function to 
use to transform the highly nonlinear data into Hilbert space where the data are linear.  A useful kernel function will 
provide good generalization and depict atmospheric variability fields that make physical sense.  To assess 
generalization, two random samples were drawn from the full 63 year dataset, without replacement, and a KPCA 
was conducted on each of the two samples.  The correlations between the fields in these two analyses yielded a 
measure of generalization between the fields.  These experiments were repeated 200 times, yielding confidence 
limits for each of the 12 tested kernels and revealed three kernels as having the best generalization.  
The resulting confidence intervals suggested that statistically significantly higher generalization (18% 
improvement) was observed with polynomial kernels of degrees 1/3, 1/2, and -1.  Moreover, polynomial kernel of 
degree 1, which is a good proxy for a traditional RPCA since both use a linear similarity matrix, had statistically 
significantly less generalization (roughly 12%) than the subset of polynomial kernels identified herein, suggesting 
improvements over current understanding through utilization of KPCA.  Furthermore, all three of these optimal 
kernels successfully depicted patterns considered by numerous researchers to be present in the climate system.
While it is not possible with current understanding to diagnose the exact reasons for the improved generalization 
other than the known benefits of using kernel functions, future work may reveal the importance of these kernels over 
other commonly used functions.    To ensure the robustness of the patterns, climate simulations of 63 years of 
geopotential heights will be mined to determine if the climate model can depict the fields derived from the KPCA 
based on the NNRP data or if additional improvement in climate model simulations is required to achieve this goal.
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